July 21, 2018
Marlene Dortch, Esq.
Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street S.W.
Washington DC 20554
Re:

Rules and Policies to Promote New Entry and Ownership Diversity in the Broadcasting Services,
MB Docket 17-289

Dear Ms. Dortch:
On Friday, July 20, a meeting was held with the following Media Bureau staff: Sarah Whitesell, Deputy
Bureau Chief, Brendan Holland, Division Chief, Industry Analysis Division, Radhika Karmarkar, Deputy
Chief, Industry Analysis Division, Albert Shuldiner, Chief, Audio Division, Jamila Bess Johnson, Senior
Legal Advisor, Industry Analysis Division, and Francesca Campione, Legal Intern. Participating in the
meeting in their capacities as individual members of the Commission’s Advisory Committee on Diversity
and Digital Empowerment (“ACDDE”) were Diane Sutter, James Winston, DuJuan McCoy, and myself (the
“FAC Members”). The FAC Members, on their own behalf and on behalf of FAC Broadcast Development
Working Group Chair Henry Rivera, addressed the following issues regarding the July 12, 2018 Public
White Copy draft of the Broadcast Incubators item (“White Copy”).
1.
Eligible Services. We believe it is vital that an incubator program be available for use in the
television industry as soon as practicable. Further, the success of a radio incubation program should not be
used as a barometer for whether, or when, television incubation would be implemented. Television and radio
operations and dynamics are uniquely different.	
  	
   We therefore sought the addition of language strongly
affirming the Commission’s desire for the inclusion of television in the incubator program, and the
criteria that would need to be satisfied in order for the program to be extended to television.
2.
Eligible Entities. We are at peace with the New Entrant definition and three-years-prior-toincubation holding requirement anti-fraud measure. See White Copy, ¶¶19, 24 (the “Modified New Entrant
Definition”). We had two requests, however:
•

The Overcoming Disadvantages Preference (“ODP”) concept was recommended, unanimously, by
the Advisory Committee on Diversity for Communications in the Digital Age (2010) and again by
the ACDDE (2018), also unanimously. Although the Commission did not choose this concept for
use in its eligible entity definition, we asked that the Commission state that it would be willing to
revisit the ODP concept in the event the Modified New Entrant Definition proves ineffectual or
unworkable in practice.

•

Regarding “mission-based entities” (such as HBCUs), and Native American Nations, the White
Copy states that “[w]e encourage them to apply and establish clearly in their certified supplemental
statements how their participation in the incubator program is consistent with the goals of the
program.” White Copy, ¶29. We were concerned that this language could discourage applications
by these entities, since few entities are likely to apply for inclusion in a program that does not clearly
provide in advance for their eligibility and, instead, places on the applicant the entire burden of
establishing a new eligibility criterion – a program modification the agency has almost unbridled
discretion to reject. We therefore recommended additional language to the effect that the
Commission would (1) perform broad outreach to these entities to encourage them to
participate in the program; and (2) state that it appears that many and perhaps most such
entities would qualify under the Modified New Entrant Definition.
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3.
Benefits to Incubating Entities. The White Copy recognizes that “a strong incentive is needed to
entice prospective incubating entities.” White Copy, ¶58. The ACDDE preferred a deferral of capital gains
taxes (erroneously referred to as a “tax credit”), rather than a program built around waivers of the structural
ownership rules. White Copy, ¶59. The White Copy states that efforts by Congress to provide tax relief to
support media ownership diversity “have been unavailing” and therefore “rather than indefinitely delaying
implementation of an incubator program” decided it is better to proceed with a structural waiver-based
program, adding that “[o]f course, following our action today, Congress would be able to adopt legislation
either authorizing or mandating the use of tax credits in our incubator program, either in addition to, in lieu
of reward waivers, should it so choose.” White Copy, ¶62. The Commission has repeatedly encouraged
Congress to restore a version of the 1978 Tax Certificate Policy. See, e.g., Section 257 Triennial Report to
Congress, Identifying and Eliminating, Market Entry Barriers, For Entrepreneurs and Other, Small
Businesses, 26 FCC Rcd 2909, 2965 ¶155 (2011). Thus we asked that the Commission specifically
recommend to Congress that it adopt tax relief for incubation as an alternative incentive to structural
ownership waivers such that the incubating entity could choose either tax relief or a waiver.
4.
Comparable Markets. To create a greater incentive for incubation than would have obtained had
the waivers apply only in the incubated station’s market, the Commission proposed waiver transferability
into “comparable” markets. The White Copy sets out a Comparable Markets Algorithm in which the number
of independent owners “is no fewer than the number of such owners that were in the incubation market at the
time the parties submitted their incubation proposal to the Commission.” White Copy, ¶66. Laudably, this
formulation will prevent large-market incubation from being used to produce a dominant and anticompetitive position in a small market. What the formulation fails to prevent is the reverse scenario: the use
of incubation in a modest sized, and often not very diverse, 45-voices market like Wilkes-Barre/Scranton
(Metro Rank 77), to facilitate the securing of a waiver for a 6th FM station in New York City. This anomaly
in the Algorithm would have the unintended effect of deeply diminishing the likelihood that incubation
would be used in the top 50 markets. Therefore, we asked that the Commission revise its Comparable
Markets Algorithm by specifically disallowing comparability more than five Nielsen Audio Market
Rank sizes removed in either direction from the incubated station’s market.
This letter is being filed electronically pursuant to Section 1.1206 of the Commission’s Rules.
Sincerely,
David Honig
David Honig
1919 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Suite 725
Washington, D.C. 20006
202-669-4533
david@davidhonig.org
cc: Sarah Whitesell, Brendan Holland, Radhika Karmarkar,Albert Shuldiner, Jamila Bess Johnson, and
Francesca Campione
	
  

